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Pike’s Peek 10K

On the Horizon
July 5
Little Bennett Cross Country 10K
(XC)
Little Bennett Park
July 10
Midsummer Night’s Mile (CS)
Rockville High School
Rockville, MD

August 2
Riley’s Rumble
Germantown, MD

Photo: Alex Reichmann

July 18
DARCARS Rockville Rotary Twilight
Runfest ($)
Rockville, MD
http://rockvilletwilighter.org/

And they’re off!

August 22
Eastern County 8K
Silver Spring, MD
September 13
Parks Half Marathon ($)
Rockville, MD
http://parkshalfmarathon.com/
September 19
Lake Needwood (XC)
Derwood, MD

Board Meetings
July 2, 7 pm
Rockville
August 6, 7 pm
Rockville

Photo:Ken Trombatore

For complete details of MCRRC’s races
and programs, visit www.mcrrc.org

Dong-Phu Thai (left) and Megan Burrow (center) enjoy theirJuly
finish
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D

id you know that MCRRC
is one of the largest running
clubs in the country? It’s true. But
if you ask me, we’re also one of the
best. (I’ll confess—I’m biased.)
A big part of what makes our
Club so great is that there’s something for everyone, whether you
like to run 5Ks or ultramarathons, prefer roads or trails, run
for fitness or race competitively.
The breadth of MCRRC’s offerings helps us to attract runners of
all kinds, living up to MCRRC’s
motto of “A Place for Every Pace.”
This issue of Intervals showcases
the eclectic mix of runners and
volunteers who make up our Club.
MCRRC President Don Shulman discusses how the wide variety and high quality of Club events
and programs make it attractive
to sponsors, and how the Board is
looking to forge partnerships with
businesses that will allow MCRRC
to continue to grow and better
serve both the Club and the communities in which we run.
Also in this issue, George Tarrico profiles the Hispanic American Running Club. You might
recognize them as the MCRRC
members sporting the distinctive
red singlets at just about every
Club race. But as George tells us,
several of them are internationally accomplished runners—that
makes me feel a little better about
frequently finishing behind them
at MCRRC low-key races.

MCRRC
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You won’t want to miss Lisa
Reichmann’s profile of the hilarious Phil Epstein, the incoming co-director of the MCRRC’s
Winter Trails Program and the
man behind My Muddy Shoes,
an informal group of local trail
runners. I signed up for the Yahoo
and Facebook groups, and I can’t
wait to join them for a trail run.
Finally, Cathie Rosenfeld interviews Club webmaster Dinos
Papoulias. Dinos gives us some
background into the redesign
of the MCRRC website, which
recently went live. If you haven’t
seen it yet, be sure to take a look.
It has a clean design and is more
user friendly for those of us who
usually view it on our phones and
tablets.
— Scott Brown has run MCRRC
races of distances from one to 50
miles. He lives in Gaithersburg. He
can be reached at intervals@mcrrc.
org.

Omission
The May issue’s section on
MCRRC winners of the
Run Washington Awards
neglected to include Pike’s
Peek, which was recognized
as the best 10K race.
Congratulations to Paula
Knutson!
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from the board

A Club on the Move...
by Don Shulman, President

I

f you have been to any of our
low-key or medium-sized races
recently, you were not alone. This
season we are seeing participation
rates that we have never experienced before. Races that would
draw 175 to 250 runners are now
drawing upwards of 350 to 400!
Our racing calendar continues to provide value. Sometimes
I think we take for granted the
professionalism and dedication
of the volunteers behind each of
our Club runs. From professional
timing followed by almost instant
results posting, we have come
a long way from stringing tags
and handing out finisher cards.
Additionally, we are continually
evaluating our running calendar
to understand if we need to retire
a certain event or create a new
one. Relevance to our members
remains a very high priority for
this Board.
Second, our spring and summer
programs have, for the most part
sold out, and in some cases moved
beyond their registration capacity.
This tells me that we have not yet
reached a saturation point for runner interest or need. Our informal
Club runs at Needwood, Carderock, Hard Times and the Muddy
Shoes groups are all enjoying rich
participation as well. Pike’s Peek
sold out this year for the first time
that I can recall and registrations
for the Parks Half Marathon are
well ahead of past years.
Where do we go from here?
All of this data reveals metrics
that should be most attractive to
corporations and local businesses
that should be business partners

with MCRRC. Business partner
alliances are good for the Club
and the community. Promoting
what we do is an avenue to create
a healthier lifestyle for Montgomery County residents of all ages
and fitness levels and in all neighborhoods. Sponsorship revenue
also affords us the opportunity
to direct these funds to areas that
benefit the Club programs and
our runners, and provides an opportunity to be good neighbors
and exercise a keen sense of social
responsibility in Montgomery
County. Sponsorship income also
allows us to become less dependent on membership dues as a major stream of operating revenue.
In the months and years ahead
our direction will continue to be
progressive and strategic. I am
not looking to always be one of
the largest running clubs in the
country; rather I would be happy
to be one of the best running clubs

www.mcrrc.org

in the country.
None of these actions would be
at all possible without the actions
of our volunteers. This will be a
common theme throughout my
messages in each issue. We are
a club of volunteers. There are
opportunities at races, as pace
coaches, race timers and data entry positions to name a few. Each
“low-key” race needs upwards of
25 volunteers to make it happen.
And our larger races each require
upwards of 550 volunteers working over many months. Volunteering is everyone’s responsibility.
It provides each of us a chance
to give back and feel good about
what we do.
Wishing all of you a fabulous
summer running season. Be safe,
be alert and run happy!
— Don Shulman is the President of
MCRRC. He can be reached at president@mcrrc.org.
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at the races

The American Hispanic
Running Club
by George Tarrico

I

4
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Pocol (Guatemala) ran the Boston
Marathon in under three hours. And
Salvador Alexi Cerna (El Salvador)
finished the Parks Half Marathon in
1:27:58.
There are outstanding female
runners too. Eva Rodenzo (USA)
is the club’s fastest female member.
Her father is from Honduras and
her mother is from Russia. She ran
this year’s Piece of Cake with a time
of 42:34 and the Harpers Ferry Half
Marathon in 1:40:55. Kenia Rivera
(Honduras) competes in the 30-34

age group. She finished last year’s Marine Corps Marathon in 3:39:38.
The USA is also represented by the
well-known John Way, who is generally among the front runners in our
MCRRC races. You might have seen
him sporting his red singlet at the
Memorial Day race.
There is no shortage of excellent
runners in the American Hispanic
Running Club. But, what I find most
unique are the family members who
participate in MCRRC races. They are
always there to run and cheer others at the finish.
Most notable of
our family members is the Rosas
family from
Mexico. They are
led by the father,
Marco Rosa
Galicia, and the
mother, Juliana,
who is relatively
new to running,
and their daughters, Brenda and
Adriana, and
their sons, Mark
and six-year-old
Steven.
It’s great to
have these international athletes
as regular runners at MCRRC
races.
— George Tarrico
is MCRRC’s Club
Race Series Coordinator. You can
find him at most
MCRRC races
doing just about
everything!

Photo: Leonardo Palacios

f you were at this year’s Memorial
Day 4 Miler, you probably noticed
a number of runners wearing distinctive red singlets bearing the name
American Hispanic Running Club.
You may not have heard of this club,
but certainly you recognized many of
them as longtime, active members of
MCRRC. If you have a few minutes
I’ll tell you all about it.
The Club began in 1990 as a small
running team made up of Hector
Montesinos, Walter Elias Tinta, Jose
Trejo and Leonardo Palacios. You
certainly recognize them among our
foremost runners. That group evolved
into the current American Hispanic
Running Club that has grown to a
membership of 65 members representing El Salvador, Honduras,
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Mexico, Peru,
Colombia, Chile, Venezuela, Puerto
Rico, Spain, and the USA.
Some members are international
champions. Among the elite runners
are Miguel Sanchez Ruano (El Salvador), who was 2013 Central American
Masters Champion, winning gold
medals in the 5,000 meters, 10,000
meters, 1,500 meters, and who was a
bronze medalist at the 2014 Central
American Masters Championship in
Costa Rica. And there is Walter Elias
Tinta (Peru) who, in 2014, won a gold
medal at the Central American Masters Championship and was bronze
medalist in the 10,000 meters at the
South American Track and Field Masters Championship in Colombia.
Raul Lopez (Guatemala) is among
the fastest runners in the club. In 2014
he finished the Anthem Richmond
Half Marathon in a time of 1:16:15.
Most members recognize Hector
Montesinos and his engaging smile.
He is from El Salvador. He twice
ran the Cherry Blossom 10 Miler
in under one hour and Pike’s Peek
10K in under 35 minutes. Juan Pablo

Brenda Rosas
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runner profile

Phil Epstein
by Lisa Levin Reichmann
Phil Epstein has been a member of
MCRRC for more than 20 years, since he
started running in 1994. While Phil started
his running career on the roads, he quickly
transitioned off road, to single-track trails,
and hasn’t turned back, running most of
his mileage now on the trails. Phil has
spread his love for trail running throughout
MCRRC, coaching and co-directing the
Spring Trails Program since it was founded
in 2014, and he will be co-director of
the Winter Trails Program next year
with Bruce “Trail Boss” Flanagan. Phil
is also the driving force and face behind
the MyMuddyShoes group, a virtual and
physical community of more than 170
local trail runners. Phil can occasionally be
found on asphalt, running with the FTM
group or alongside his daughter, Rebecca,
for her first marathon in Detroit this
October. Phil and his wife, Wendy, also a
MCRRC member, live in Derwood.

6
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Have you observed a different “vibe”
between the road running and trail
running communities?
Funny you should mention “vibe” and trail
running together. I associate the two a lot.
That being said, I think you do have a vibe
in both trail and road running groups.

Photo: Dan Reichmann

What is the MyMuddyShoes group?
Back in Summer 2014, the Club decided
it was not continuing the Summer
Trails Program. There was a genuine
interest among local trail runners to
keep pounding dirt and running trails
on a regular basis, so MyMuddyShoes
was launched to fill in that gap. It was
originally just an online forum to keep
trailies in touch, to share info, and to
organize ad hoc trail runs. I kind of
just took over organizing and coaching
the runs because I love doing that,
and I can’t help myself! I put together
a training plan for the group with
regularly scheduled trail runs, a training
progression, and a target trail race at the
end of it all (Maryland Trail Festival Half
Marathon). The response was way more
than I expected and it soon morphed
into what it is today—a bunch of badass
TMFs (as we call ourselves) that enjoy
getting together and hitting the dirt trails
in Montgomery County. We now have
regularly scheduled trail runs throughout
the year. This past winter we even ran
trails at night, in the snow, in the dark
and in the cold, which was a blast. Folks
thought we were nuts to do that but
it ended up being quite exhilarating if

not a little extreme. I purposely dovetail
MuddyShoes activities around the MCRRC
trail programs so folks have a trail option
all year long.

Phil Epstein

It’s essential for camaraderie, cohesion,
motivation, support and, ultimately,
success. A lot of it comes from chemistry—
how the group of random runners bonds
and fits together, how the coach leads and
motivates the group, and the essentials
of the program itself. It all contributes
to the vibe. But because trail running is
less structured than road running (no
pace groups and little emphasis on time,
for instance) and it has a whole different
approach and set of techniques (i.e.
running mechanics), the vibe becomes
more essential. To me, out on the trails it’s
all about the vibe and as a coach, setting
it is part of my responsibility. It’s kind of a
group feng shui. With MyMuddyShoes I try
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to keep a good vibe going mainly through
the way I communicate to participants.
If they have become a member of
the MyMuddyShoes Yahoo group or
Facebook page they receive several blurbs
from me per week that provide details
about the next run, some training tips
and some off-the-wall (sometimes lame)
attempts at humor. The humor has a bit
of an edge to it but it’s really just thoughts
running from brain to fingertips to
keyboard. I write this stuff mostly on the
fly, sometimes after a beer or two (carb
reload!) for inspiration. I amuse myself,
so I hope it amuses others as well. Either
way, it sets the “vibe.”
What do you enjoy most about trail
running?
There is definitely a “zen” component
to trail running that draws me in.
Whether you are running with other
folks or by yourself, there is a certain
peacefulness being out in the woods
and running through the elements that
I don’t get on the road. Even when you
are working hard you can find yourself
in a zone and feel totally relaxed. At the
same time, trail running requires more
effort than running on the road (rule
of thumb is 20-percent greater degree
of effort). By nature (no pun intended),
your pace will be slower on dirt trails
because of the tougher and more varied
terrain. It forces you to slow down and
engage more of your core muscles. Trail
running inherently requires greater
agility, greater concentration and greater
strength. Some folks have a hard time
adjusting to that. They wonder why they
are working harder but going slower.
Once you understand in your head that
it is all relative, you make the necessary
mental adjustment to your expectations.
You are also going to be facing tougher
conditions. For instance, there is the
mud. There can be a lot of it out there
and you will get dirty and it can be hard
to work through. And then, there are
the creeks and streams. You have to hop
right in and wade across even when it is

continued on page 8

behind the scenes

Oh, What an (Un-)Tangled Web We Weave
by Cathie Rosenfeld

W

time, I had the ability, and the
Board felt that I was a good fit for
the position.”
The new website is better organized, faster, more visually appealing and more cost effective for
the Club to host. The homepage
is more clearly laid out, showing
Club news and updates, as well
as direct links to races and latest
results. Dinos is very proud to
say, “The best news—it’s mobile

Photo: Christina Papoulias

hen we find that certain
someone, we often find
other benefits that we did not even
know we were looking for. Dinos
Papoulias’ girlfriend, Christina,
who is now his wife, introduced
him to our running Club and to
racing. “I’ve run since high school,
but only a few years ago did I
discover that racing was fun, too.
Along those lines, I knew I needed
help training,” Dinos relates. He
has joined the 8K, Speed Development and 10K programs. Being
with a diehard Club member, as
he described his wife, he has also
volunteered as a course marshal,
done bib prep, stuffed packets and
was the finish line announcer at
Pike’s Peek this year!
His work as a volunteer for the
MCRRC website has not only
increased his club involvement,
but has led to amazing improvements for your interactive experience. Originally, he offered to
help with the website when it first
went live. There were problems
with the server for a few months.
Dinos said, “I saw a need, and I
had a skill set that could benefit
the Club. So, I volunteered to
help move the website to a stable
server and also create/manage the
Google apps installation for the
Club—so we would have stable
email for years to come.” Recognizing the importance of a viable
website, the Board wanted more
assurances about website stability.
Dinos offered a proposal to manage the website under his company
CDinos.com Consulting and it
was accepted. In addition, Dinos
is now the Club webmaster. “I had

Dinos Papoulias

friendly. [It] will look good on a
smartphone and tablets as well as
desktops.” The number of mobile
hits to the website increases each
month. He listened to what members said was needed, as well as reviewing Google Analytics data. He
studied what pages people search,
how long, and whether or not any
of those things vary from device
to device. For example, do they
spend more time searching race
results on a smartphone or a desktop? Explaining further, he said,
www.mcrrc.org

“There is a bona-fide calendar
now, and you can see races/events
on a Google Map and see where
our events are in the format you
want. It’s flexible. Each race now
has their own volunteer form and
race directors will have a one-stop
shop to see their volunteers. Lastly,
all race results have been tagged by
topic. You can see all race results
by distance, race name, and year.”
He is still listening, and eager to
have member feedback. He asked
that you be specific when emailing
the webmaster@mcrrc.org. It helps
to be detailed and if possible to
put a link to the page in question.
Our Club prides itself on its
volunteers and their contributions,
knowing their involvement only
makes us stronger. Everyone’s help
is always welcome and essential.
(By the way, thanks, Christina!)
— Cathie Rosenfeld was this year’s
Finish Line Team Captain for the
Parks Half Marathon. A stellar
volunteer herself, Cathie sometimes
make the commute from Lewes,
DE, just to help out at MCRRC
events.
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runner profile
continued from page 6
below freezing and the water is up to midcalf. Snow? You betcha! We ran in eight
to 10 inches of fresh powder one Saturday
this past March with the Winter Trails
Program. It doesn’t stop us. It is hard. It
presents adversity. I have a saying that most
of the runners I have coached have heard
me repeat again and again and again: ‘The
more crap you run through, the less crap
affects you!’ Overcoming tough conditions
like that makes it easier next time you
face them. Simple! That applies to road as
well as trail running. A lot of folks don’t
‘prefer’ getting cold, wet and muddy. I look
at that as an opportunity to do what my
Mom used to yell at me for and now I call
it exercise!
What are your favorite local trail running
routes?
Well, the Seneca Greenway for sure,
running from one end of Montgomery
County to the other. That trail is so long
that you can go out and do a doubledigit-mile run and still only cover a small
fraction of it. Another favorite is the
Seneca Bluffs Trail that runs from River
Road up to Route 28. Then there is the Ag
Farm, the Redland Trail, Lake Needwood,
Meadowside, Rachel Carson Conservation
Park … the list of favorites goes on and
on. But, as some of my runners and
fellow trailies know, I am constantly out
bushwhacking and looking for new trails.
We are extremely lucky to have a wonderful
trail system in Montgomery County where
you can run 10-15 miles or so and you
would be lucky to ever see another human
being out there. What’s even better is
that just about all of these trails connect
somehow, so you can literally get from one
side of the county to the other without ever
seeing pavement.
Do you have a favorite trail race? I’ve
kind of gotten away from racing. I only do
8
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a few per year. One trail race that stands
out that I have done several times is the
Seneca Greenway Trail Marathon and 50K
put on by MCRRC. I was lucky enough to
help design the race course for this past
year. The new race directors, Mary and
Paul Foster, put on a fantastic event with
great organization and support. Another
local race which gets rave reviews and is
on my radar-screen-bucket-list is the Stone
Mill 50 Miler put on by two of the Grand
Poo-Bahs of MoCo trail running, Daryl
Hultquist and Barry Hauptman (shout out
to two of my trail mentors!).
What advice would you give someone who
would like to get into trail running?
I think there is an intimidation factor that
keeps people away from hitting the trails
and it’s totally unfounded. I hear it all the
time. Folks worry about falling, about
getting their spiffy-clean running shoes
dirty, about getting lost, hurt or eaten by
a pack of wild hyenas or something. But
as a coach and runner, over the years, I’ve
seen fewer people end up injured from
trail running than road running. Stress
fractures and injuries from pounding on
a hard surface or strains from using the
same muscles repetitively are virtually nil
on the trails. Yes, if you are not careful
and don’t adjust your technique you
might trip and fall, but that is not too
common. And yes, you will get wet and
your running shoes will get dirty. Fact is,
the softer dirt surface reduces the amount
of pounding your joints take compared
to pavement and you are getting a greater
overall workout because of the extra effort
involved. Plus, you can’t get hit by a car on
a trail. That’s a fact. So, my advice would
be to come out and try it. Give it a chance.
We accommodate all levels of experience.
As we like to say in the trail community,
‘Come over to the dark side’. Who knows,
you might never run on asphalt again. Last
year I logged over 1200 miles with maybe
only 50 of that on pavement. Oh, and just
to clarify, there are no packs of hyenas in
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Montgomery County!
Do you have any must-have pieces of gear
for trail running?
If you are going to run trails with any
regularity, good trail shoes are a must. They
have larger lugs for better grip and traction,
they have built-in rock plates to absorb
uneven surfaces and they are built to drain
well. Merino wool socks are important too.
They dry quicker and regulate temperature,
especially in cold weather. And all runners
(road or trail) should always carry a
phone! Oh, and TP. Not only do bears go
in the woods, but what is a trail runner to
do if nature calls?
Any lessons you’ve learned from trail
running?
For me, the last two and a half years were
spent coming back from a debilitating back
injury which caused me to permanently
lose feeling and muscle control in half of
my left foot and ankle. Trails (and a lot of
physical therapy and pilates) helped me
climb back to a point where I was able to
have a successful outcome at the Greenway
Trail Marathon this past March. That was
my goal when I suffered the injury. I’ve
learned how to accommodate and work
around the disability. A lot of that was due
to the camaraderie and support from fellow
trail hounds but also the nature of what
trail running forces upon you such as acute
concentration, proprioception (big time),
mindfulness (uh-oh, starting to go zen on
ya!), core strength, agility and an attitude
that you can get through anything nature
throws at you.
To join the MyMuddyShoes groups, visit
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
mymuddyshoes/info or https://www.
facebook.com/groups/933028816749742/.
— Lisa Levin Reichmann is a mom of
three who spends her spare time competing
in triathlons and road races as well as
volunteering for MCRRC.

